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1. Introduction

In this paper we show that on any locally compact non-discrete group G,
there exist continuous singular measures, with respect to the left Haar
measure, which have absolutely continuous convolution squares. The special
case of this result regarding the existence of a singular measure on [0, 2r]
with absolutely continuous convolution squares, goes. back to Wiener and
Wintner [W-W]. The existence of such a measure on abelian groups is due to
Hewitt and Zuckerman [H-Z]. Their construction is given by a Riesz product
and the main difficulty in the general case is that the character group may
admit no natural order. We also note two remarkable but difficult works of
Saeki ([S 1] and [$2]) on this subject.
Our work here differs from the above in that we use "Riesz products"

I-I (1 + akrk(X))
k-1

based on a Rademacher system of functions (r(x))= 0, which can be
constructed on any non-discrete metrizable group.

In 3 we construct a singular measure I-I=1(1 + akrk(X)) with absolutely
continuous convolution square. Thus we obtain results without any use of
characters and our method works even in the non-abelian case.

In 4 we examine this construction for the case of non-metrizable groups,
and we discuss the general problem: if m is a continuous measure with
convolution square m, m << m, find a measure /z which is singular with
respect to m but/z /z << m.

In the next section we give some preliminary notions and basic results on
our Walsh system.
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2. Preliminaries

Let G be a locally compact non-discrete metrizable group. We denote by
M(G) the convolution measure algebra of G, which may be identifiedmas a
Banach space--with the dual of Co(G), the space of all continuous functions
on G that vanish at infinity. Let E be a Borel subset of G with left Haar
measure A(E)= 1. We shall denote by Ae the restriction of A on E. A
system of Rademacher functions associated with E is a sequence of functions
(rn) which are zero off E, take the values 1 and -1 on subsets of E of equal
measure, and are independent random variables, with respect to the proba-
bility measure Ae. Since A is non-atomic, we can certainly construct a system
of Rademacher functions on E; in fact we divide E into two subsets of equal
measure then divide similarly each of these two subsets to define the second
Rademacher function, etc. The n-partition of E in 2n sets of equal measure
will be indexed En, 1, En,2,... En,2,. The Walsh system (wn)=o associated
with (rn) will be wo ro, and the Walsh function wn is the finite product of
Rademacher functions r in a way such that

n 2h- -Jr 2.- ..[..... _[_ 2,’- 1, Jl < J2 < < Jp

and wn jlJ2 l’jp
A "Riesz product" associated with a sequence (r.,) and a sequence (an) of

real numbers satisfying [an[ < 1 is a product I-I=l(Xe(x)+ anrj.(x))dx
where the limit is obtained in the weak* sense of M(G). For simplicity we
shall let (rj,) be denoted by (r,). We examine the convergence of this product
in the weak* topology of M(G) and the case where this limit /z is in the
space Ma(G) of all absolutely continuous measures of G.

LEMMA (2.1). On any non-discrete metrizable group G we can find a set E
and a partition of E as above such that:

(i) max < k < 2 diam En, k
-") O, n --*

(ii) Any Walsh system associated with this partition of E is complete in
L2(E).

(iii) If f,(x)-- 1-ln=l(Xe(x) + ar(x)) where [a[ < 1 then f,(x) con-
verges weak* in M(G).

Proof (i) This construction on groups homeomorphic with R is obvious.
In general one can choose E to be a compact totally disconnected perfect set
of positive measure which is homeomorphic with the Cantor group D. Thus a
partition on D provides a partition on E satisfying (i) and such that the
measure on each En, k is 2 -n.

(ii) and (iii) These follow easily from (i). For more details we refer to [K].
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PROPOSITION (2.2). Let dl Fl=l(Xe(x) + anr’(x))dx be the "Riesz
product" associated with (an) and (r’n). Then Iz is in Ma(G) if and only if

2Y’. lan < o.

Proof. Let f
random variables,

be as in Lemma (2.1). Then since r are independent

n

ffy FI (1 +
k=l

2and so if ,n=lan < oo, fn is Cauchy in L2(G). For the rest of the proof see
[G-M, 7.2.2] or [Z, V 7, 8].

3. The main construction

We shall prove the following theorem:

THEOREM (3.1). Let (an)__ be a sequence of real numbers such that
2 4[an <- 1, o 1an o and En 1an < oo. Then there exists a subsequence (r)

of Rademacher functions such that, if

dlx 1-I (xe( x ) + anr’n( X ) ) dx
n--1

then I is a singular measure with absolutely continuous convolution square.

For this theorem we need some elementary lemmas.

LEMMA (3.2). Let f e LI(G). Then for any p e [1, oo), Ill * wnllp
IlWn * fll, 0 as n . and

Proof The "Riemann Lebesgue" property, ff(x)wn(x)dx
is elementary. It can be used for any translate fx of f, so that, for every x,
f wn(x) tends to zero. With f compactly supported this implies immediately
the convergence in Lp for every p < +.
LEMMA (3.3). Let/x, v, /xn, vn, n 1, 2,..., be measures in the unit ball

of M(G) having the same compact support such that tzn I and vn - v,
n 0% in the weak* topology. Then in vn I * v, n o, weak* in M(G).

Proof
products.

This property is obvious for tensor products and so for convolution
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Proof of (3.1). First we shall show by induction that there exists a
subsequence (r,) of Rademacher functions such that if fo(X) ro(X),

k

f,(x) I-I (1 + anr’n(X)) k 1,2,...,
n=l

then for any k we have

k

Ilfk * fk[[22 --< I-I (1 + 2a4).
n=l

(1)

have been chosen so that (1) holds, we haveSupposing that rl,.. rk

Ilfk+l * fk+lll22 IIf(1 + ak+lr+l) * fk(1 + ak+lr+l)ll22

Ilfk * fk + ak+l(fkr’k+l)* fk + ak+lfk *(fkr’k+l)

+ a2
k+ l( fkrk+ l) * ( fk r’k+ l)1122

< [[fk * fkl[22 + a4k+l[l(fk r’k + l) * ( fkrk + l)[[22
+ 14 terms of the form Ilk(el, e2, e3, e4)[

Ik(81, 82 ,83 ,84) f ( f, r’k+ * fk ’’ez’k+l)( fk r’eak+l * fkr;: 1) dx

(2)

where ei 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4 and at least one ei 0 and one e O.
such thatOne can find a Rademacher rk/

a4

IIk(81’ E2’ E3’ e4)[ < 14
4 k

ak+l nI-I1 4< 14 (1 + 2an). (3)

In fact, we observe that for any e, e’ 0, 1 and any x we have

k+l)*(fk k+l)(X) <fk*fk(x) (4)

When one of the terms inside the integral Ik(e 1, e2, e3, e4) is of the kind

fkr’ / * fk, using Schwarz’s inequality and (4) above, one obtains

[Ik(el, e2, e3, e4)[ < Ilfk * fkll2llfk r’k+l* fkl[2. (5)

Furthermore, by elementary calculation we have

Iik(0,0,1,1)1 Iik(1,1,0,0)1 < C. Ilfr+l. g[12 (6)
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where the constant C and the function g depend only on k. Then we apply
Lemma (3.2) on (5) and (6) to find r/ satisfying (3).
We apply (3) and (4) to (2):

2Ilf+l * f+lllg < Ilf fllg + 2a+llf flla.

In case where k 0, [If0 * fo[[ < 1 and so the last inequality completes our
inductive proof.
Now,

Ilf *re f/c+l* f/+lll22 Ilalc+l(flr’k+l)*fl + a/+lfk ,(fr’k+l)
z l(fnrn+l) *(fnr+l)llz+ ak+

< a+lll(fk r’ r’ 2k+l) *(f/,
+ 8 terms [I(e 1, e, e3, e4)[

and so as in (2)we have

Ilfk * fk fk +1 * fk+l 1122 < 2a+1 I-I (1 + 2a4)n
n=l

4Since ,k=lak < 0% it is clear that fn * f, converges in L2(G) and so in
LI(G). Thus, since d/z lim fn(x)dx, by Lemma (3.3) and Proposition (2.2)
/z is as we claimed, t3

4. Comments

1. We see that the main result can be extended to locally compact
non-discrete groups.

It is well known and easy to see that if G is a g-compact non-discrete
group, then there exists a compact normal subgroup H of G, such that G/H
is a metrizable locally compact non-discrete group. Now if T: Co(G)
Co(G/H) is the usual canonical map, then the adjoint map T’ is an isometric
isomorphism of M(G/H) onto M(G). One can easily show the following,
modifying similar proofs in [W].
The measure /, on G/H is absolutely continuous if and only if T’(/,) is

too. Furthermore T’(/,/,) T’(/z), T’(/x); hence if /z is as in Theorem
(3.1), T’(/z) is singular with absolutely continuous convolution square on the
g-compact group G. Note that any non-discrete group G contains g-compact
non-discrete subgroups.

2. It seems that the general problem "given a measure m, is there a
measure/z singular with respect to m, such that/, /, << m" remains open.
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The case where rn is an absolutely continuous measure such that rn rn <<
rn, follows with minor modifications from the proof of (3.1), provided of
course that the Rademacher system is determined with respect to the
measure m.

Acknowledgment. We would like to thank the referee for his constructive
criticisms and for noting that our proof in Theorem (3.1) is valid under the
weaker condition I2,,__ a4,, < , instead of

n--1
4 (1 a) <E anI-I +

n=l

which we had in our initial proof.
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